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Abstract A series of applied "eld measurements have been done on rods of martensitic steel using a BH-permeameter incorporated into a stress}strain apparatus. Zero stress measurements have been cross-checked using a VSM. For the unstressed steel, it is shown that it is necessary to adapt the Jiles}Atherton model to account for a signi"cant departure in the virgin and demagnetisation curves from that predicted in the standard model. The adapted model gives a good description of magnetisation changes for points on the curve and provides an insight into the reversal mechanism in martensitic steel. Measurements under stress indicate that the nature of the reversal mechanism is stress dependent.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. PACS: 75.60.E; 75.60.C; 75.50.V Keywords: Magnetisation; Micromagnetics; Jiles}Atherton model; Martensitic steel; Coercivity; Stress



1. Introduction and theory Changes in magnetic "eld, temperature and the level of stress can a!ect the micromagnetic structure and subsequent magnetic reversal behaviour in ferromagnetic materials. Many recent attempts to describe the magnetic changes induced by tensile or compressive loads in a variety of carbon steels have centred on an empirical model proposed by Jiles 夽 This article is British Crown Copyright, 2000. Published with permission of the Defense Evaluation Research Agency on behalf of the controller of HMSO. * Corresponding author. Tel.: #44-1252-397556; fax: #441252-397425. E-mail address: [email protected] (G.J. Tomka).



and Atherton [1,2]. In these empirical models, simulation times are several orders of magnitude shorter than in models describing ensembles of elementary units, such as dynamic Preisach models [3]. The Jiles}Atherton model (J}A) is based on ideas of domain wall motion, both by bending of domain walls and by translation. At the heart of the model lies an expression for the anhysteretic magnetisation. This is the curve describing the magnetisation of a sample in the absence of energy barriers to reversal (in particular pinning sites). A point M ,  at a "eld H, on the anhysteretic curve, can be obtained by cooling the sample from above the Curie temperature in the "eld H, or (as has been done in the current work) by applying a gradually decaying magnetic "eld cycle about H. For many
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systems, it is found that a modi"ed Langevin function provides a good approximation to the anhysteretic magnetisation: M (H )"M (coth(H /a)!(a/H )),     



(1)



where a characterises the shape of the curve, M is  the saturation magnetisation and H is the e!ective  "eld acting on the magnetic moments which are involved in reversal processes. According to J}A, the e!ective "eld is simply the applied "eld plus some contribution aM from coupling with neighbouring domains, so that: H "H#aM. The con stants a and a may be obtained from "ts to the anhysteretic curve, or by "ts to the full hysteresis loop within J}A. In J}A, hysteresis is described in terms of an energy barrier, which must be overcome if the material is to attain its anhysteretic state. The global changes in the energy E , dissipated when mag  netisation reversal proceeds by domain wall motion through pins, with the magnetisation M are equated to changes on a micromagnetic level: dE /dM"n1e2/2m,  



(2)



where n is the pinning density, 1e2 is the average energy barrier to each 1803 reversal and m is the moment associated with such a reversal. J}A assumes that dE /dM is a constant k. In fact, it can   be shown that k ) dM ""(M !M )"dHe,   



(3)



where M is the change in magnetisation asso  ciated with the irreversible change, so k""(M !M )" ) (1#a ) s )/s ,    



(4)



where s and s are the total and irreversible   susceptibilities. Since it is possible to measure or model all the parameters on the right-hand side of Eq. (4), the validity of the assumption that the nature of the pinning mechanism is independent of the magnetisation state (i.e. that k(M) is constant) can be tested. A second basic assumption behind J}A is that, for a system not in its minimum energy state, domain walls deform reversibly. This deformation results in a change in the magnetisation M . It is 



argued that M will be simply proportional to  "(M !M )", so   c"M /"(M !M )". (5)    One assumption behind this argument is that the pinning density is independent of the magnetisation state. The proportionality in Eq. (5) will not hold for all c(H) if domain walls encounter a non-uniform pinning distribution during the magnetisation process, with a larger magnetic volume swept out by the bulging of domain walls at low pinning densities. By measuring all the parameters on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) we are able to determine the validity of the proportionality assumption. A deviation from proportionality may therefore provide an insight into the reversal process. The model also neglects both, the interaction e!ects, which will be most signi"cant near the coercivity, and the e!ects of domain rotation, which are likely to have a more signi"cant e!ect at higher "elds. One of the key approaches to understanding the reversal mechanisms in magnetic materials is through the study of the switching "eld distributions (s (H)) derived from the principal remanence  measurements. These are performed by applying and removing a "eld and measuring the remanent moment. In fact, Jiles and Atherton [4] state that they believe that the locations at which domain walls are planar are on the anhysteretic curve, and not at remanence as suggested by Globus [5]. The e!ects on the parameters with reversible and irreversible components derived both from the principal remanence curves and from the points of intersection between the recoil curves and the anhysteretic curve are presented in this paper. The magnetic behaviour of a system is modelled by the J}A relation: dM/dH"(1!c) ) "(M !M )"/   (k!a"(M !M )")#c(dM /dH). (6)    In the current work this relationship has been incorporated with experimentally obtained functions of k(H) and c(H) to improve the model of the magnetic behaviour in martensitic steel element. Possible reasons for the physical form of these functions are considered.
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Fig. 1. Magnetisation and demagnetisation behaviour of a martensitic steel sample, showing "ts from the standard Jiles}Atherton and adapted models. If the standard model is "tted well in the second quadrant, a poor "t is obtained for the virgin curve.



2. Results and discussion A series of applied "eld and stress measurements were done on rods of martensitic steel using a BH-permeameter incorporated into a stress}strain apparatus. Control experiments with and without the sample at a range of "eld sweep rates were performed for calibration, and to insure correct drift compensation. Zero stress measurements were also cross-checked using a vibrating sample magnetometer. Fig. 1 shows the result of applying the standard J}A model to an unstressed steel with k"800, c"0.05 and M "1390 kA/m (,1.75 T).  The "gure also shows the model "t using the measured functions of c and k. It was found that a good "t to both the major loop and the virgin curve could not be found for any values of c and k using the standard model. The anhysteretic curve was obtained by applying a gradually decaying magnetic "eld cycle about H. It was found that the modi"ed Langevin function, Eq. (1), provided a good approximation to the anhysteretic curve, when a"1;10\ and a"116 A/m.



The values of k(M ) and c(H), shown in Figs. 2  and 3, respectively, were determined from the principal remanence curves and from the intercept of the recoil curves with the anhysteretic. (M , as  de"ned in Fig. 2, provides a comparative measure of the progressive changes in magnetisation for the virgin and return paths.) It was found that the values of c and k did not depend signi"cantly on the method by which the principal remanence



Fig. 2. Variation of the irreversibilty parameter k(M)"dE /   dM as the magnetisation switching progresses from its initial state.
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Fig. 3. Variation of the reversibility parameter c(H). Note that the value of c is dependent on the "eld rather than the magnetisation state.



values were derived. It should be noted that, in general, this will not be true. The derivation of the physical properties on the right-hand side of Eqs. (4) and (5) is not trivial, and care must be taken to separate the reversible and irreversible components. Interaction e!ects and time-dependent phenomena can result in di!erences in data obtained in di!erent ways [6,7]. It can clearly be seen that neither k nor c are constant. Note, however, that at the coercivity (i.e., at H "800 A/m), k&H . This   is the expected value of k derived from measurements near the coercivity using the standard J}A model. It is interesting that k(M ) is the same for  both increasing and decreasing "elds. Similarly, c(H) is the same above H for both increasing and  decreasing "elds. Below H , the value of c is nearly  equal to zero for the return curve only. The data indicate that changes in c are probably neither due to interaction e!ects nor due to a non-uniform pinning distribution. If this were so, then the value of c would be similar at the end of the virgin curve and at the beginning of the demagnetisation process. Rather, the change in c probably re#ects the changing e!ect of domain rotation. An alternative hypothesis is that the nature of the pins itself changes as a function of applied "eld. For example, pinning may occur at the magnetic inclusions such as cementite, or at localised strained regions within the steel. The nearly zero value of c in the second quadrant results from a very small value of M . 



Indeed, it was found that M was small through out the whole hysteresis curve for martensitic steel, so that M M . Since M is small, local interac   tions and "eld or history dependence of the pinning distribution [8] could have an e!ect on the form of Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows a &Henkel Plot' [9], which illustrates these e!ects by distinguishing the irreversible processes during magnetisation (irm) and demagnetisation (dcd). The changing value of k indicates that there is a signi"cant change in the pinning energy barrier distribution at the start and end of the magnetisation process. This may re#ect the changing pinning energies associated with magnetic inclusions. Alternatively, the changes may be a result of interaction e!ects within the material. For example, exchange interactions may lower the e!ective energy barrier height during the cooperative reversal around the coercivity [6]. Fits to k and c indicated that the parameters take di!erent functional forms above and below H . The simplest forms of the "ts were:  For the virgin curve (magnetisation): Below H : c&r#H/(s#H) k&1/(M !M)N   Above H : c&P (H) k&1/MN   For the return curve (demagnetisation): Below H : c&0 k&1/(M #M)N   Above H : c&P (H) k&1/(M !M)N   
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+!D M ,. It has been suggested [10] that stress N  changes only the e!ective "eld parameter a, allowing the replacement of a by a in Eq. (6) where  a "a!D #(3p/2k ) ) (dj(M )/dM ). (7)  N    From magnetisation measurements under isostress conditions, it is possible to determine the values of these additional parameters and to verify the validity of the assumption that the parameters k and c, which are determined by the nature and distribution of the pins, are una!ected by the application of stress. We have measured the martensitic system as a function of stress. Initial measurements of M and M under a range of stresses suggest that   it will be necessary to use full functional forms for k(p, M) and c(p, H), i.e., the nature of the pinning appears to be stress dependent. Fig. 4. Henkel plot. The points show the variation of the DC demagnetisation (dcd) versus the isothermal remanence. The remanence data are normalised with respect to the saturation remanence. The dashed line corresponds to the expected behaviour of a system of non-interacting single-domain particles.



where r and s are constants, P is a second-order  polynomial and the power p is close to 1 for both increasing and decreasing magnetisation. Fig. 1 shows that by using these functional forms in Eq. (6), it is possible to produce a better model of the virgin and demagnetisation curves. The change in the form of the parameters at around the coercivity suggests that there are di!erent physical mechanisms underlying the magnetisation process in the martensitic steel at low and high "elds. This corroborates the results of Maylin and Squire [1]. They suggest that the failure of the law of approach to the anhysteretic on the application of stress cycling is the result of complex pinning behaviour within the material. It is possible that the applied stress changes not only the magnetic properties of the bulk steel, but also has a di!erent e!ect on the magnetic inclusions or microstrained areas responsible for the domain wall pinning. The J}A relation, Eq. (6), may be adapted [10] to take into account the stress dependence due to the magneto}mechanical contribution to H , +H "(3p/2k ) ) (dj(M )/  N   dM ), and due to a &stress demagnetisation' term 



3. Conclusions Measurements on rods of martensitic steel show that it is necessary to adapt the Jiles}Atherton model to account for a signi"cant departure in the magnetisation curve from that predicted in the standard model. The adapted model incorporates functions for the parameters c(H) and k(M). These take di!erent functional forms above and below H , thereby indicating the complexity of the rever sal processes within the material. These may correspond to the processes involved in the departures from the law of approach on stress-cycling. The changes of c(H) are probably due to domain rotation e!ects rather than from changes in domain wall bowing related to the pinning distribution. The adapted model gives a good description of magnetisation changes for points on the magnetisation and demagnetisation curves and provides an insight into the reversal mechanism in martensitic steel. Note that to fully ascertain the predictive power of the model, it will be necessary to test it for a range of other magnetisation processes. Comparative work is under way to identify the key physical features which in#uence these reversal processes. It is likely that it will be necessary to incorporate a degree of Preisach-like history dependence into the energy barrier distribution underlying the functional form of k to distinguish
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di!erent micromagnetic states. Preliminary measurements indicate that c and k change their functional forms on the application of compressive and tensile stress. Further measurements will reveal more information on the e!ects of stress on the magnetisation reversal mechanism in these materials.
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